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INTRODUCTION
 .Let A, m be a d-dimensional local ring with maximal ideal m. Let
 4  . `F s F be a filtration of A and denote by gr A s [ F rFn nG 0 F ns0 n nq1
 .the associated graded ring of F. If F is a Hilbert filtration, then gr A isF
 .a finite ArF -module and for all n G 0 we denote by H n s1 F
 .l F rF the Hilbert function of the local ring A with respect to A r F . n nq11
 .F, where l M denotes the length of the A-module M. The generated
series
P z s H n z n .  .F F
jG0
is called the Hilbert series of F.
 .It is well known that P z is rational and that there exists a uniqueF
 . w x  .polynomial f z g Z z with f 1 / 0 such thatF F
f z .F
P z s . .F d1 y z .
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For every j G 0 we define
f  j. 1 .F
e F s , .j j!
 j. .  .where f 1 denotes the jth formal derivative of the polynomial f z inF F
 .z s 1. The integers e F are called the Hilbert coefficients of F. In thej
 w x.standard literature on local rings see 7, 8, 13, 20, 21, 28 , only the
 .integers e F with 0 F j F d are considered but, as for the m-adic casej
 w x.see 4, 5 , new and simple results can be obtained by considering the
 .integers e F also with j G d.j
The aim of this work is to study the Hilbert function and the Hilbert
coefficients for a Hilbert filtration. Let us recall that if I is m-primary, the
I-adic filtration is a Hilbert filtration; there are, however, several examples
of non-I-adic filtrations, such as the Ratliff]Rush filtration, the filtration
 .of integral closures provided A is analytically unramified , and the
 .filtration of tight closures provided A contains a field . It is interesting to
notice that, in the current literature, many results in the I-adic case are
 w x.found by using non-I-adic filtrations see 7, 11, 18, 21 .
wIn the first section of this paper we extend most of the techniques of 4,
x5 to the case of Hilbert filtrations and by doing so, we are also able to
w xoffer alternative simple proofs of some results of 7 .
In the second section, thanks to the setting just described, if A is a local
Cohen]Macaulay ring and F a Hilbert filtration, we give a sharp lower
 .  .  .bound on e F in terms of the multiplicity e F , of the length l ArF ,1 0 1
and of a new invariant that extends the concept of embedding codimension
 .of A. If the minimum value is reached, then gr A is Cohen]MacaulayF
 .and the Hilbert function is characterized see Theorem 2.3 . This result
w xwas known for the m-adic filtration 4 .
Furthermore if J is an ideal generated by a maximal superficial se-
quence, we find that
e F s l F rF q 1 y d l ArF q l F rJF .  .  .  .  .0 1 2 1 2 1
which extends the well known formulas by Abhyankar and Valla for the
multiplicity.
 .By using this equality and the bound found on e F , we get1
e F G e F y l ArF G 0, .  .  .1 0 1
w xwhich is well known for the I-adic filtration with I m-primary, 15 . Besides
 w xwe characterize the Hilbert function when the equality holds see 8, 16 in
.the m-primary case .
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In the last section we pursue the point of view that the extremal
behaviour of the Hilbert coefficients forces the Hilbert function and, at
the same time, gives information on the depth of the associated graded
ring.
Employing the results of the previous sections in the case of the I-adic
filtration with I an m-primary ideal of a local Cohen]Macaulay ring, we
 .  .  .characterize the Hilbert function when e I y e I q l ArI s 1. In1 0
 .this case, we prove that the associated graded ring, denoted by gr A , isI
Cohen]Macaulay if, and only if, I 2 l J s IJ with J an ideal generated by
 .a maximal superficial sequence see Proposition 3.1 .
w xSimilar results were obtained by Itoh 11 for I integrally closed, by Elias
w x  .and Valla 4 for the m-adic filtration, and, if d G 2 and e I / 0, by2
w xSally 20 .
 .  .  .When I is integrally closed and e I y e I q l ArI s 2 we com-1 0
pletely describe the behavior of the Hilbert function and we give full
 .information on the depth of the associated graded ring see Theorem 3.2 .
The latter completes, if I is integrally closed, a result proved by Sally in
w x  .21 in the particular case e I s 2 and d G 2.2
w xThis result was obtained by Elias, Rossi, and Valla 5 in the case of the
m-adic filtration. &
n 4If I is m-primary and F s I is the Ratliff]Rush filtration, it isnG 0
 .  .well known that e F s e I for i F d. We give a formula that relatesi i
 .  .  .e F and e I . As a consequence we find a lower bound for e I indq1 dq1 3
w xthe 2-dimensional case. An example given by Narita 14 shows that this
bound is sharp.
1. PRELIMINARIES
In this section we start by introducing the concept of Hilbert filtration.
After having recalled several well known concepts related to this kind of
filtration, we extend, to this setting, various past results and find some new
ones.
 .Let A, m be a local ring of dimension d and maximal ideal m.
 4DEFINITION 1.1. A set of ideals F s F of A is called a filtration ifi iG 0
F s A, F / A and for all indexes i and j one has F : F and F F :0 1 iq1 i i j
F .iq j
Given a filtration F one can construct the Rees algebra and the graded
ring associated to it. Namely
R A s A [ F t [ F t 2 [ ??? .F 1 2
gr A s ArF [ F rF [ ??? . .F 1 1 2
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 .F is said to be a Noetherian filtration if R A is a Noetherian ring. If FF
 .  w x.is Noetherian, then dim gr A s d see 7, Sect. 2 . It is well known thatF
 .if A, m is a local ring, then each of the above rings has exactly one
maximal homogeneous ideal and the residue ring of this ideal is a field. If
 .  .M is the unique homogeneous maximal ideal of gr A , by depth gr AF F
 .we mean the depth of the local ring gr A .F M
Let us remark that if F is the I-adic filtration for some ideal I we
 .  .  .  .denote, as usual, R A and gr A by R A and gr A .F F I I
 4DEFINITION 1.2. A filtration F s F is said to be a Hilbert filtrationi iG 0
 .  .if F is m-primary and R A is a finite R A -module.1 F F1
As a reference on Hilbert filtrations, see Hoa, Trung, Viet, and Zarzuela
w x 6, 24, 26 . It is also useful to recall that it is possible to prove see
w x.  .Theorem III.3.1.1 and Corollary III.3.1.4 of 3 that R A is a finiteF
 .R A -module if, and only if, there exists an integer k such that F :F n1
 .nykF for all n G k.1
Clearly, if I is an m-primary ideal and F is the I-adic filtration, then F
is a Hilbert filtration. There are however several examples of non-I-adic
 w x.Hilbert filtrations see 7, 6 . In particular, if I is an ideal that contains a
 . w xnon-zero divisor in a local ring A, m , Ratliff and Rush 17 introduced
the ideal
Ä kq1 k h hq1I s I : I s x g A : xI : I for some h . 4 .D
kG1
& &
n kqn k n n .Since I s D I : I , then I s I for all n large enough. If I isk G1 &
n Ä 4m-primary, then F s I is a Hilbert filtration and I is the largest ideal
with the same Hilbert polynomial as I. We call this filtration the
 .  wRatliff]Rush filtration. In this case, depth gr A ) 0 see 7, LemmaF&
n nx.  .4.12 , while depth gr R ) 0 if, and only if, I s I for all n ) 0.I
n n 4Another example of Hilbert filtration is F s I where I denotesnG 0
the integral closure of I n in an analytically unramified local ring A.
 .If F is a Hilbert filtration, then gr A is a finite ArF -module and, forF 1
 .  .every n G 0, we denote by H n [ l F rF the Hilbert function of FF n nq1
 .where l M denotes the length of the A-module M. The higher iterated
Hilbert functions are defined as
¡H n , if i s 0 .F
ni ~H n s for every n G 0. . iy1F H n , if i ) 0 . F¢
js0
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The Hilbert series of F is
P z s H n z n , .  .F F
nG0
and the iterated Hilbert series are
P i z s H i n z n . .  .F F
nG0
i  . i  . iy1 . i  . Since H n y H n y 1 s H n it is easy to see that P z s 1 yF F F F
. iq1 .  .z P z for every i G 0. Since gr A is a finite ArF -graded module itF F 1
 w x.is well known see 2, Corollary 4.1.8 that there exists a unique polyno-
 . w x  .mial f z g Z z with f 1 / 0 such thatF F
f z .F
P z s . .F d1 y z .
 . sF .  . i  .Clearly, if f z s  a F z with a F g Z, thenF is0 i i
a F s l ArF and a F s l F rF y dl ArF . .  .  .  .  .0 1 1 1 2 1
  .  ..As in the case of the m-adic filtration, we call a F , . . . , a F the0 sF .
 .  .h-¨ector of F, f z the h-polynomial of F, and we denote by s F theF
degree of the h-polynomial of F.
For the higher iterated Hilbert series we have
f z .FiP z s . .F dqi1 y z .
i  .For every i G 0, H n is a polynomial function for large n and we denoteF
i  . w xby h x g Q x its associated polynomial. This is a polynomial of degreeF
d q i y 1 and it is called the i-Hilbert polynomial of A with respect to F.
w xAs in 2, Proposition 4.1.9 , it can be proved that
dqiy1 x q d q i y j y 1jih x s y1 e F , .  .  .F j  /d q i y j y 1
js0
where, if we denote by f  j. the jth formal derivative of the h-polynomialF
of F,
f  j. 1 .F
e F s .j j!
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 .  .for j ) 0 and e F s f 1 . In fact, by using the Taylor expansion in0 F
z s 1 one gets
t  j. tf 1 .F j jf z s z y 1 s e F z y 1 .  .  .  . F jj!js0 js0
 .  .  .for every t G s F where e F s 0 if j ) s F . Consequentlyj
j jt dqiy1 e F z y 1 y1 e F .  .  .  .js0 j jiP z s s q Q z , .  .F idqi dqiyj1 y z 1 y z .  .js0
 . w xwhere Q z g Q z . Thusi
P i z s H i n z n .  .F F
nG0
dqiy1 n q d q i y j y 1j ns y1 e F z q Q z .  .  . j i / /d q i y j y 1
js0 nG0
dqiy1 n q d q i y j y 1j ns y1 e F z q Q z .  .  .  j i /d q i y j y 1 /nG0 js0
and hence for n 4 0
dqiy1 n q d q i y j y 1jiH n s y1 e F . .  .  .F j  /d q i y j y 1
js0
If we define for every integer q G 0
x q q x q q y 1 ??? x q 1 .  .  .x q q s /q q!
then we have
dqiy1 x q d q i y j y 1jih x s y1 e F . .  .  .F j  /d q i y j y 1
js0
The integers
 j.  .s Ff 1 . kF
e F s s a F .  .j k /jj! ksj
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are called Hilbert coefficients of A with respect to F. In particular
 .  . sF .  .e F s f 1 s  a F is called the multiplicity with respect to F. It0 F ks0 k
is clear that knowing the h-vector of F one knows the Hilbert coefficients
and vice versa. Whenever F is an I-adic filtration with I m-primary we use
 . i . i .  .  .the notation e I , P z , H n , s I , a I , etc.i I I i
 . 4If L is an ideal of A, we denote by FrL the filtration F q L rL .n nG 0
If F is a Hilbert filtration, then FrL is a Hilbert filtration too. In the
following F will always be a Hilbert filtration.
If x g F , it is easy to see that the following extension of Singh's1
equality holds for all n G 0
1H n s H n y l F : x rF , .  .  . .F F nq1 n
 .where F s Fr x .
 .DEFINITION 1.3. Let A, m be a local ring of positive dimension d. An
element x g F is called a superficial element for F if there exists an1
 .integer c such that F : x l F s F for all n ) c.n c ny1
It is easy to see that a superficial element x is not in F and that x is2
superficial for F if, and only if, the initial form x* in F rF does not1 2
 .belong to the relevant associated primes of gr A . Moreover if gradeF
F G 1 and x is superficial for F, then x is a regular element of A,1
1 .  .F : x s F for all n 4 0, and we have h s h where F s Fr x .nq1 n F F1
 .  .Consequently e F s e F for every j s 0, . . . , d y 1. Last, note that ifj j
the residue field Arm is infinite, then a superficial element exists.
w xThe result below, proved in 7, Proposition 3.5 , is a generalization of a
w xvery well known result of Valabrega and Valla 27, Corollary 2.7 .
PROPOSITION 1.4. Let F be a Noetherian filtration and x s x , . . . , x1 k
elements of F . Then xU , . . . , xU is a regular sequence if , and only if , x is a1 1 k
 .  .regular sequence and x l F s x F for all n G 1.n ny1
w xThe next result extends Proposition 1.2 in 5 to the case of Hilbert
filtrations.
PROPOSITION 1.5. Let x be a regular element superficial for a Hilbert
filtration F. Then
d dy1 e F s y1 e F y l F : x rF , .  .  .  .  . .d d jq1 j
jG0
 .where F s Fr x . Furthermore the following facts are equi¨ alent:
 .  .  .1 e F s e F ,d d
 .  .  .2 e F s e F for all j G 0,j j
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 .  .3 x* is a regular element in gr A ,F
 .  .  .  .4 P z s 1 y z P z .F F
1 .  .  . .Proof. Since H n s H n y l F : x rF for all n G 0, it is easyF F nq1 n
to see that
n n y j q iiq1 iq2H n s H n y l F : x rF .  .  . .F F jq1 j /ijs0
for all positive integers n, i. Hence for n 4 0
dqi n q d y j q ijy1 e F .  . j  /d y j q i
js0
dqi n q d y j q ijs y1 e F .  . j  /d y j q i
js0
n y j q iy l F : x rF . . . jq1 j /ijG0
 .  .Since e F s e F for j s 1, . . . , d y 1, we getj j
dqi n q d y j q ijy1 e F .  . j  /d y j q i
jsd
dqi n q d y j q ijs y1 e F .  . j  /d y j q i
jsd
n y j q iy l F : x rF . . . jq1 j /ijG0
If i s 0 one has
d dy1 e F s y1 e F y l F : x rF . .  .  .  .  . .d d jq1 j
jG0
From the previous formulas one obtains the following equivalent facts.
 .  .  .First of all notice that e F s e F if, and only if, F : x s F for alld d jq1 j
 .j G 0, or equivalently if, and only if, x* is regular in gr A . From theF
 .above equalities it is simple to see that F : x s F for all j G 0 is alsojq1 j
 .  .  .  .  .equivalent to e F s e F for all j G 0. Thus 1 , 2 , and 3 are allj j
 .equivalent. Moreover, by Singh's formula, x* is regular in gr A if, andF
1 .  .only if, H n s H n for all n G 0 or equivalently if, and only if,F F
1 .  .  .  .  .  .P z s P z s P z r 1 y z . Then 3 and 4 are equivalent.F F F
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DEFINITION 1.6. A sequence x , . . . , x is called a superficial sequence1 k
 .for F if x is superficial for F and x is superficial for Fr x , . . . , x for1 i 1 iy1
2 F i F k.
As we proved for one superficial element in Proposition 1.5, it is easy to
see that if x , . . . , x is a superficial sequence for F, then xU , . . . , xU is a1 k 1 k
k .  .  .  .regular sequence in gr A if, and only if, P z s 1 y z P z whereF F F
 .F s Fr x , . . . , x .1 k
If grade F G k and x , . . . , x is a superficial sequence for F,1 1 k
 .  .  .  wthen e F s e F for 0 F i F d y k where F s Fr x , . . . , x see 9,i i 1 k
x.Lemma 4 .
Recall that if A is a d-dimensional Cohen]Macaulay ring and F a
Hilbert filtration, then there always exists a superficial sequence x , . . . , x1 d
w xfor F. In 19 is proved that if x , . . . , x is a superficial sequence for the1 d
 .I-adic filtration with I m-primary, then x , . . . , x is a minimal reduction1 d
n  . ny1of I, that is, I s x , . . . , x I for all n 4 0.1 d
In the following we denote by J the ideal generated by a maximal
 .superficial sequence x , . . . , x for F. If d s 0, we let J s 0 .1 d
We now recall a property of superficial sequences, shown by Huckaba
w xand Marley in 7, Lemma 2.2 , that will be fundamental in the following.
PROPOSITION 1.7. Let F be a Noetherian filtration and x , . . . , x a1 k
  ..superficial sequence for F. If depth gr Ar x , . . . , x ) 0, thenF r x , . . . , x . 1 k1 k
 .depth gr A G k q 1.F
w xIn 23; 22, Theorem 2.3, Corollary 2.4 . Sally already introduced the
above ``machine'' in the m-adic case for k s d y 1 and she used it as a
tool to reduce to dimension 1 the problem of proving the Cohen]
 .Macaulayness of gr A .m
LEMMA 1.8. If A is a 1-dimensional Cohen]Macaulay local ring, F a
 .Hilbert filtration, e F the multiplicity with respect to F, then0
H n s e F y l F rxF , .  .  .F 0 nq1 n
where x is a superficial element for F.
Proof. For this it is enough to notice that for each n G 0 one has
H n s l F rF s l ArF y l ArF .  .  .  .F n nq1 nq1 n
s l ArxF y l F rxF y l ArF .  .  .n nq1 n n
s l ArxA q l xArxF y l F rxF y l ArF . .  .  .  .n nq1 n n
 .  .  .  .In fact e F s l ArxA and since x is regular l xArxF s l ArF .0 n n
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The previous lemma allows us to obtain, in a very simple way, some
w xresults due to Huckaba and Marley 7, Proposition 4.6, Lemma 4.12 .
PROPOSITION 1.9. Let F be a Hilbert filtration of a Cohen]Macaulay
 .local ring of positi¨ e dimension d. If depth gr A G d y 1, thenF
j
e F s r ;k G 1, . k j /k y 1jGky1
 .where r s l F rJF .j jq1 j
 . U UProof. Since depth gr A G d y 1, x , . . . , x is a regular sequenceF 1 dy1
 .  .  .  .in gr A , and e F s e F for all k G 0 where F s Fr x , . . . , xF k k 1 dy1
 4s F . Using Proposition 1.4 one obtainsn nG 0
F rx F ( F r x F q F l x , . . . , x s F rJF . .nq1 d n nq1 d n nq1 1 dy1 nq1 n
and we can reduce ourselves to the 1-dimensional case. Thus we have
s a F z j .js0 j
P z s .F 1 y z .
 .  .and by Lemma 1.8 we deduce that for all n G 0 one has H n s e F yF 0
n  .  .  .r s  a F where a F s 0 for j ) s. It follows that a F sn jG 0 j j j
r y r for every j G 1. Hence for every k G 1jy1 j
j j j
e F s a F s r y r s r . .  .  .  k j jy1 j j /  /  /k k k y 1jGk jGk jGky1
 .COROLLARY 1.10. Let A, m be a 2-dimensional Cohen]Macaulay local&
n 4ring and I an m-primary ideal of A. If F s I is the Ratliff]RushnG 0
filtration, then
& &
nq1 ne I s l I rJI .   /1
nG0
& &
nq1 ne I s nl I rJI . .   /2
nG1
 .Proof. Since, as previously noted, depth gr A ) 0, by Proposition 1.9F
we have
& &
nq1 ne F s l I rJI .   /1
nG0
& &
nq1 ne F s nl I rJI . .   /2
nG1
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&
n n 1 1However, I s I for n 4 0 implies that h s h and we conclude thatI F
& &
nq1 ne I s e F s l I rJI .  .   /1 1
nG0
& &
nq1 ne I s e F s nl I rJI . .  .   /2 2
nG1
Note that if x , . . . , x is a superficial sequence for the Ratliff]Rush1 k
filtration, then it is also a superficial sequence for the I-adic filtration.
As a consequence of this setting we obtain the following result which is
w xa generalization of Proposition 2.1 of 5 and of most of the results of
w xMarley 12 concerning the properties of the Hilbert coefficients with
 .respect to the I-adic filtration when I is m-primary and depth gr A GI
w xd y 1. Using Proposition 1.9 the proof is as in 5 .
PROPOSITION 1.11. Let F be a Hilbert filtration of a Cohen]Macaulay
 .local ring of positi¨ e dimension d and suppose depth gr A G d y 1. ThenF
 .  .1 e F G 0 for e¨ery k G 0.k
 .  .  .2 If e F s 0 for some k G 1, then e F s 0 for e¨ery j G k.k j
 .  .k w k  . j  ..  .x3 y1  y1 e F y l ArF G 0, for e¨ery k sjs0 j 1
 .0, . . . , s F .
 . k  . j  .  .  .4 If  y1 e F s l ArF for some k G 0, then s F F k.js0 j 1
 .  .2. BOUNDS ON e F AND e F0 1
 . wLet A, m be a d-dimensional Cohen]Macaulay local ring. In 4,
xTheorem 2.1 , Elias and Valla showed that if we denote by h [
 2 .dim mrm y d the embedding codimension of A, thenk
e m G 2 e m y h q 2 . .  .  .1 0
 .They proved that, if the equality holds, not only gr A is Cohen]Macaulay,m
but also the Hilbert series is characterized. Notice that, in this case,
 .the embedding codimension h coincides with a m , the second term of1
the h-vector. It is also worth mentioning that the previous bound extends
 .  .the well known inequality of Northcott, e m G e m y 1 by using the1 0
 . w xwell known inequality e m G h q 1, see 1 .0
Let us introduce the following extension of the concept of embedding
codimension by defining the integer
h F [ l F rF y dl ArF q l F l J rJF , .  .  .  . .1 2 1 2 1
where J is the ideal introduced in the previous section.
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 .Clearly, h F coincides with the usual concept of embedding codimen-
sion in the case of the m-adic filtration. When F l J s JF e.g., in the2 1
.case of the I-adic filtration with I an integrally closed m-primary ideal ,
 .  .  .  .then h F s a F . In general, as shown below Proposition 2.1 , h F s1
 .  .a FrJ . Using h F and the methods described in Section 1, we obtain a1
 . w xlower bound for e F which generalizes the bound in 4 to the case of1
Hilbert filtrations and we characterize the minimal case.
 .PROPOSITION 2.1. Let A, m be a Cohen]Macaulay local ring of dimen-
 4sion d and F s F a Hilbert filtration. Thenn nG 0
e F G 2 e F y h F q 2l ArF . .  .  .  . .1 0 1
Proof. Clearly,
e FrJ s ja FrJ .  .1 j
jG1
s 2 a FrJ y 2 a FrJ y a FrJ .  .  . j 0 1 /
jG0
q j y 2 a FrJ . .  . j
jG3
 .Since ArJ is an Artinian ring, the a FrJ 's are all non-negative. Thusj
e FrJ G 2 e FrJ y 2l ArF y l F q J rJr F q J rJ .  .  .  .  . .1 0 1 1 2
s 2 e F y 2l ArF y l F r F q J . .  .  . .0 1 1 2
If d s 0 the result is proved. Let now d G 1 and notice that
l F r F q J s l F rF y l Jr F l J .  .  . .  .1 2 1 2 2
s l F rF y l JrJF q l F l J rJF , .  .  . .1 2 1 2 1
 .  ..  .where actually l JrJF s dl ArF . It is now clear that a FrJ s1 1 1
  ..  .l F r F q J s h F . Since1 2
e F s e Fr x , . . . , x G e FrJ .  .  . .1 1 1 dy1 1
one may eventually deduce that
e F G 2 e F y 2l ArF y l F r F q J .  .  .  . .1 0 1 1 2
s 2 e F y h F q 2l ArF . .  .  . .0 1
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Let us remark that when F is the m-adic filtration, then, from Proposi-
w xtion 2.1, one obtains the bound, already given in 4 ,
e m G 2 e m y h q 2 . .  .  .1
 .THEOREM 2.2. Let A, m be a Cohen]Macaulay local ring of dimension
 4d and F s F a Hilbert filtration. Then the following are equi¨ alentn nG 0
 .  .  .   .  ..1 e F s 2 e F y h F q 2l ArF1 0 1
 .  .2 F l J s JF and s F F 2.2 1
 .If either of the abo¨e conditions holds, then gr A is a Cohen]MacaulayF
ring.
 .  .  .  .Proof. We have e F s  ja F and, clearly, 2 implies 1 be-1 jG1 j
 .  .  .  .  .cause h F s a F , a F s 0 for every i G 3 and a F s e F y1 i 2 0
 .  .  .  .h F y l ArF . To prove that 1 implies 2 one must observe that in1
proving Proposition 2.1 we obtained the following particular inequality
e F G e FrJ s 2 e F y h F q 2l ArF .  .  .  .  . .1 1 0 1
q j y 2 a FrJ . .  . j
jG3
 .  .Thus when e F attains its minimal value, then a FrJ s 0 for j G 3. If1 j
d s 0, the result follows; if d G 1, then
e F s e Fr x , . . . , x s e FrJ .  .  . .1 1 1 dy1 1
and Proposition 1.5 guarantees that depth grF r  x , . . . , x .1 d y 1
  ..  .Ar x , . . . , x ) 0. Now by Proposition 1.7 one has that gr A is a1 dy1 F
 . .d  .Cohen]Macaulay ring. In particular we get that P z 1 y z s P zF F r J
and F l J s JF . Now the result follows from the 0-dimensional case.2 1
 .  .Let us further remark that if e F is minimal, then, being gr A1 F
 .  .Cohen]Macaulay, F l J s JF . Therefore h F s a F and2 1 1
e F s 2 e F y a F q 2l ArF . .  .  .  . .1 0 1 1
Actually the above condition by itself is not sufficient to guarantee the
 . w xCohen]Macaulayness of gr A . Take, for example, A s k x, y , I sF
 6 4 5 6.  4 6x , x y, xy , y A and F the I-adic filtration. In this case J s x y, x q
6 Ä. w xy is a minimal reduction of I. Then, as shown in 10, Example 6.1 , I / I
 .and depth gr A s 0. However, using a computer algebra program asI
 .  .COCOA or MACAULAY, one can check that e I s 30, e I s 10,0 1
 .  2 .  .  .  2 .  .e I s 3, and l IrI s 50, so that e I s 2 e I y l IrI s 2 e I2 1 0 0
  .  ..  2 . .y a I q 2l ArI while l I l J rIJ s 3.1
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The next result gives the extension to filtrations of Abhyankar's and
w xNorthcott's inequalities 1, 15 .
 .PROPOSITION 2.3. Let A, m be a Cohen]Macaulay local ring of dimen-
sion d and F a Hilbert filtration. Then
 .  .  .  .  .1 e F G l F rF q 1 y d l ArF0 1 2 1
 .  .  .  .2 e F G e F y l ArF .1 0 1
 .Proof. To prove 1 we just extend to filtrations a well known formula
w xof Valla 25, Lemma 1 . In fact considering the following short exact
sequences
0 ª F rJ ª ArJ ª ArF ª 0,1 1
0 ª F rJF ª F rJF ª F rF ª 02 1 1 1 1 2
0 ª JrJF ª F rJF ª F rJ ª 01 1 1 1
 .  .and recalling that l JrJF s dl ArF , one immediately obtains1 1
e F s l F rF q 1 y d l ArF q l F rJF . ) .  .  .  .  .  .0 1 2 1 2 1
 .  .  .  .Note that e F s a F q a F q l F rJF .0 0 1 2 1
 .In order to show 2 it is enough to use the inequality in Proposition 2.1
 .and ) . In fact we get
e F y e F q l ArF G l F rJF y l F l J rJF G 0. .  .  .  .  . .1 0 1 2 1 2 1
)) .
Now we are interested in characterizing the Hilbert functions in the
minimal case in both previous inequalities. In the case of the maximal
w  .xideal see 23, Theorem 1; 4, Corollary 2.2 2 ; in the more general case of
w xthe m-primary ideal see 8, Theorem 2.1; 16 . Eventually, in the case of the
wRatliff]Rush filtration, the following result is described in 11, Proposition
x8 with d G 2.
 .COROLLARY 2.4. Let A, m be a Cohen]Macaulay local ring of dimen-
sion d and F a Hilbert filtration. The following are equi¨ alent
 .  .  .  .1 e F y e F q l ArF s 0,1 0 1
 .  .2 s F F 1.
 .If either of the abo¨e conditions holds then gr A is Cohen]Macaulay.F
 .  .  .  .Proof. Clearly, 2 implies 1 . If 1 holds we have that e F is1
minimal also with respect to the bound in Proposition 2.1. Thus Theorem
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 .  .2.2 implies that gr A is Cohen]Macaulay, F l J s JF and s F F 2.F 2 1
 .  .  .  .  .Hence 1 and )) force F s JF and we get e F s a F q a F ,2 1 0 0 1
 .thus a F s 0.2
Next we recover a well known result for the I-adic filtration with I
m-primary.
 .COROLLARY 2.5. Let A, m be a Cohen]Macaulay local ring of dimen-
sion d and I an m-primary ideal. The following are equi¨ alent
 .  .  .  .1 e I y e I q l ArI s 0,1 0
 .  .  2 .  .  .2 e I s l IrI q 1 y d l ArI ,0
 .  .3 s I F 1.
 .If either of the abo¨e conditions holds then gr A is Cohen]Macaulay.I
 .Proof. In fact it is enough to notice that by Corollary 2.4, 1 is
 .  .  .  .  .equivalent to 3 and that if 2 holds, then e I s a I q a I and0 0 1
2  .  .I s JI. Consequently gr A is Cohen]Macaulay and 3 follows easily.I
It is now natural to ask if the result above described holds for Hilbert
filtrations. The problem is to characterize the Hilbert functions when
 .  .e F is minimal with respect to the bound given by 1 in Proposition 2.3.0
In particular we do not know if the condition F s JF equivalent to2 1
 .  .  .  ..e F s l F rF q 1 y d l ArF forces the associated graded ring to0 1 2 1
be Cohen]Macaulay. This problem does not exist for the I-adic filtration
thanks to its multiplicative structure. Actually we are able to give a positive
answer for those Hilbert filtrations that are definitely F -adic, i.e.,1
F s F n for all n 4 0.n 1
We call these filtrations the F -Hilbert filtrations.1
Clearly, for such filtrations h1 s h1 . Examples of this type are given byF F1
 nq1  ..4the Ratliff]Rush filtration or F s I : x , . . . , x where1 k nG 0
x , . . . , x is a superficial sequence with respect to the I-adic filtration.1 k
 .PROPOSITION 2.6. Let A, m be a Cohen]Macaulay local ring of dimen-
sion d and F a F -Hilbert filtration. The following are equi¨ alent1
 .  .  .  .1 e F y e F q l ArF s 0,1 0 1
 .  .  .  .  .2 e F s l F rF q 1 y d l ArF ,0 1 2 1
 .  .3 s F F 1.
 .If either of the abo¨e conditions holds then gr A is Cohen]Macaulay.F
 .  .Proof. Part 1 is equivalent to 3 by Corollary 2.4. Thus to conclude it
 .  .  .is enough to show that 2 implies 3 since the converse is trivial. If 2
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holds then F s JF and F 2 : F s JF : F 2. We get F 2 s F s JF and,2 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 1
 .  2 .  .  .in particular, e F s l F rF q 1 y d l ArF . By Corollary 2.50 1 1 1 1
 .  .  .  .  .we get s F F 1. However, a F s a F and a F s a F because1 0 1 0 1 1 1
2  .  .F s F . Since e F s e F , if d s 0 we conclude. If d G 1 we1 2 0 0 1
 .  . 1 1  .  .  .have e F s e F since h s h . Thus e F y e F q l ArF s1 1 1 F F 1 0 11
 .  .  .e F y e F q l ArF s 0 by Corollary 2.5. Now the result follows by1 1 0 1 1
Corollary 2.4.
3. THE I-ADIC FILTRATION
In this section we want to use the previously developed techniques in
order to gain information on the I-adic case. We characterize the Hilbert
 .function when e I attains values close to the minimal one with respect to1
w xNothcott's inequality. As in 4 the point of view is that the extremal
behaviour of the Hilbert coefficients forces the Hilbert function and gives
information on the depth of the associated graded ring. According with the
 .previous notation J s x , . . . , x denotes the ideal generated by a super-1 d
 .ficial sequence of I; if d s 0, we let J s 0 .
 .PROPOSITION 3.1. Let A, m be a Cohen]Macaulay local ring of dimen-
sion d and I an m-primary ideal such that I 2 l J s IJ. The following are
equi¨ alent:
 .  .  .  .1 e I y e I q l ArI s 1,1 0
 .  .  2 .  .  .  .2 e I s l IrI q 1 y d l ArI q 1 and gr A is a0 I
Cohen]Macaulay ring,
 .  .  2 .  .  .  .  .3 e I s l IrI q 1 y d l ArI q 2, e I s 1, e I s 01 2 i
; i G 3,
 .  .   .   2 .  .. 2 .  .d4 P z s l ArI q l IrI y dl ArI z q z r 1 y z .I
 .  .Proof. Note that 4 implies 1 trivially. In the same way it is clear that
 .  .  .  .3 and 4 are equivalent. Thus we just need to show that 1 implies 2
 .which implies 4 .
 .If 1 is true, then
e I s e I y l ArI q 1 G 2 e I y l IrI 2 q 2 y d ArI . .  .  .  .  .  . . .1 0 0
 .  2 .  .  .  .It follows that e I F l IrI q 1 y d l ArI q 1. However, by ) in0
Proposition 2.3 applied to the case of the I-adic filtration, we have
e I s l IrI 2 q 1 y d l ArI q l I 2rIJ . .  .  . .  .0
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 2 .Thus by comparing the two expressions we get l I rIJ F 1. If it were
 2 .  .  2 .  .  .l I rIJ s 0 we would have e I s l IrI q 1 y d l ArI and by0
 .  .  .Corollary 2.5 this would be equivalent to e I y e I q l ArI s 01 0
 .  2 .which is not our case. We are forced to conclude that 1 implies l I rIJ
 .  2 .  .  .  .  .s 1, e I s l IrI q 1 y d l ArI q 1, and e I s 2 e I y0 1 0
  2 .  .  .. 2l IrI q 2 y d l ArI . Since by hypothesis I l J s IJ, we can ap-
 .ply Theorem 2.2 to the case of the I-adic filtration to conclude that gr AI
 .  .is Cohen]Macaulay, so 1 implies 2 .
 .  .  2 . Let now gr A be a Cohen]Macaulay ring and e I s l IrI q 1 yI 0
.  .  .  2 .  .d l ArI q 1. By ) , we get l I rIJ s 1. Since gr A isI
 .  .Cohen]Macaulay all the terms a I , 0 F j F s I , in the h-vector arej
 .  .  .  2 .  .positive. As known a I s l ArI and a I s l IrI y dl ArI , thus,0 1
since
l IrI 2 q 1 y d l ArI q 1 s e I s a I q ??? qa I .  .  .  .  . . 0 0 s I .
 .  .  .  .we deduce that a I q ??? qa I s 1. Then a I s 1 and a I s 02 s I . 2 j
for all j G 3.
w x  .  .In 20, Theorem 1.4 , Sally showed that if d G 2, e I / 0, and e I y2 1
 .  .  .e I q l ArI s 1 then depth gr A G d y 1. Itoh recently obtained0 I
the result described in Proposition 3.1 in the case of integrally closed
 w x.ideals see 11, Corollary 14 . We note that in order to get the
Cohen]Macaulayness of the associated graded ring is enough to have
I 2 l J s IJ. This condition is automatically satisfied when I is the maxi-
mal ideal of A and in fact, precisely in this case, the previous result had
w  .xalready been obtained by Elias and Valla in 4, Corollary 2.2 2 .
Let us remark that the assumption I 2 l J s IJ is essential and indeed,
w xas illustrated in the following example due to Sally 20, Example 3.3 ,
 .  .  .the condition e I s e I y l ArI q 1 alone does not guarantee the1 0
 .Cohen]Macaulayness of gr A .I
w < 4 5 6 7 <x  4 5 6.Let k be a field, A s t , t , t , t , and I s t , t , t A. Then one has
 .  .  .  .  .  .e I s e I y l ArI q 1 since e I s 4, e I s 3, and l ArI s 2.1 0 0 1
 .However, one can also check that depth gr A s 0.I
 .  .  .At last, let us note that if e I s e I y l ArI q 1 holds, then the1 0
2  .condition I l J s IJ forces e I to be different from 0.2
 .  .  .We want now to analyze the case e I s e I y l ArI q 2 and thus1 0
w x  .complete the result of Sally, in 21, Theorem 4.4 , who showed that if e I1
 .  .satisfies this condition, d G 2 and e I s 2, then depth gr A G d y 1.2 I
 .  .  .Furthermore she observed that the assumptions e I s e I y l ArI1 0
 .  .q 2 and e I / 0 do not necessarily imply e I s 2.2 2
w < <xIn fact, if one considers the ring A s k x, y and the ideal I s
 4 4 3 2 2 .  .  .  .  .x , y , x y q x y , one finds e I s e I y l ArI q 2 and e I s 3.1 0 2
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w xElias, Rossi, and Valla 5, Proposition 2.4 , found that, in the case of the
 .maximal ideal, the possible values for e I are either 2 or 3. Moreover2
they determined the Hilbert function in both cases. In the result below we
w xextend the results in 5 to the case of an integrally closed m-primary ideal.
 .THEOREM 3.2. Let A, m be a Cohen]Macaulay local ring of dimension
d and I an integrally closed m-primary ideal.
 .  .  .Suppose that e I s e I y l ArI q 2. Then either1 0
 .  .   .   2 .  .. 2 .  .d1 P z s l ArI q l IrI y dl ArI z q 2 z r 1 y zI
 .and gr A is Cohen]Macaulay, orI
 .  .   .   2 .  .. 3.  .d2 P z s l ArI q l IrI y dl ArI z q z r 1 y z andI
 .depth gr A s d y 1 holds.I
Proof. Note that by our assumption we have I 2 l J s IJ. Since
e I se I yl ArI q2 G 2 e I y l IrI 2 q 2yd l ArI , .  .  .  .  .  . . .1 0 0
it follows that
e I F l IrI 2 q 1 y d l ArI q 2. .  .  . .0
 .  .   2 .  .  ..If the equality holds, then e I s 2 e I y l IrI q 2 y d l ArI1 0
 .and we get 1 because of Theorem 2.3.
 .  2 .  .  .Let us now assume e I - l IrI q 1 y d l ArI q 2. This means0
that
e I s l IrI 2 q 1 y d l ArI q l I 2rIJ .  .  . .  .0
F l IrI 2 q 1 y d l ArI q 1 .  . .
 2 .  2 .  .which implies l I rIJ F 1. However, l I rIJ / 0 since otherwise e I0
 2 .  .  .  .s l IrI q 1 y d l ArI which, by Corollary 2.5, would imply e I s1
 .  .  2 .  .  2 . e I y l ArI . Thus we have l I rIJ s 1 and e I s l IrI q 1 y0 0
.  .  .d l ArI q 1. Then, by Proposition 3.1, we deduce that gr A is notI
Cohen]Macaulay and, in particular, d G 1.
 .  .  nq 1 n.  .If d s 1, then H n s e I y l I rxI and e I sF 0 1
 nq1 n. l I rxI where x is a superficial element in A. It follows thatnG 0
 nq1 n.  2 .  3 2 . l I rxI s 2. Hence l I rxI s l I rxI s 1, andnG1
l ArI q l IrI 2 y l ArI z q z 3 .  . . .
P z s . .I 1 y z .
 .Notice also that, in this case, e I s 3.2
 .Assume now d ) 1. To prove 2 it is enough to show that depth
 .gr A G d y 1. By Proposition 1.7 we just need to reduce ourselves to theI
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2-dimensional case and to prove that, under the same assumptions, depth
 .  .   ..gr A ) 0. By Proposition 1.5, e I F 3 s e Ir x where x is aI 2 2 1 1
 .superficial element in A. The result follows if, and only if, e I s 3. We2
 .now prove that e I - 3 does not occur. By Corollary 1.102
& && &
nq1 n nq1 ne I s l I rJI and e I s nl I rJI . .  .  /  /1 2
nG0 nG1
ÄSince I is integrally closed, then I s I and
& &
nq1 nl I rJI s e I y l IrJ s 2. .  .  / 1
nG1
 .  .  .If e I F 2, then e I s 2 and depth gr A s 0. This however is2 2 I
w ximpossible by 21, Theorem 3.1 .
Let us remark that, as already noted in the case of the maximal ideal,
both the Hilbert functions given in Theorem 3.2 are realizable.
Next we want to compare the Hilbert coefficients coming from the&
n 4I-adic filtration with those coming from the filtration F s I .nG 0
 .LEMMA 3.3. Let A, m be a Noetherian local ring of dimension d ) 0, I&
n 4an m-primary ideal, and F s I . ThennG 0
&
dq1 i ie I s e F q y1 l I rI . .  .  .   /dq1 dq1
iG1
&
n nProof. Let N be the least integer for which I s I for all n ) N. In
2 . 2 .particular take n ) N big enough so that one also has H n s h n andI I
2 . 2  .H n s h n . Clearly, we haveF F
dq1
i n q d q 1 y i2 2h n y h n s y1 e I y e F .  .  .  .  . .I F i i  /d q 1 y i
is0
Ny1 &
iq1 iq1s l I rI .  /
is0
&
n n 1 1 .  .Being I s I for n 4 0 it is clear that h n s h n for all n and oneI F
 .  .has e I s e F for all 0 F i F d. Thus we immediately geti i
Ny1 &
dq1 iq1 iq1y1 e I y e F s l I rI . .  .  . .   /dq1 dq1
is0
In the following J denotes, as before, the ideal generated by a maximal
superficial sequence.
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 .PROPOSITION 3.4. Let A, m be a 2-dimensional Cohen]Macaulay lo-
cal, I m-primary. Then
& &j y 2 j jy1e I s e I y e I q e I y l ArI q l I rJI .  .  .  .  .   /3 2 1 0  /2jG3
&
j jy l I rI .  /
jG2
&
n 4  .Proof. Since when F s I one has depth gr A G 1, then, bynG 0 F
Proposition 1.9, one has
&j jq1 jÄe F s l I rJI .   /k  /k y 1jGky1
 .  .for all k G 1. As by Lemma 3.4 we have that e I y e F s3 3&
i i .y l I rI , we may conclude thatiG1
& & &j y 1i i j jy1e I s e F y l I rI s l I rJI .  .   /  /3 3  /2iG1 jG3
Äi iy l I rI . .
iG1
Moreover, using Corollary 1.10, we have that
e I y e I q e I y l ArI .  .  .  .2 1 0
s e F y e F q e F y l ArI .  .  .  .2 1 0
& &
jq1 j jq1 jÄ Äs jl I rJI y l I rJI q l ArJ y l ArI .  .  /  /
jG1 jG0
&
jq1 jÄ Äs j y 1 l I rJI y l IrJ q l IrJ .  . .  /
jG1
&
j jy1Ä Äs j y 2 l I rJI y l IrI . .  .  /
jG3
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Now we can conclude by noticing the identities
&j y 1 j jy1 j jÄ Äe I s l I rJI y l I rI .  .  /3  /2jG3 jG1
&j y 2 j y 2 j jy1 j jÄ Äs q l I rJI y l I rI .  / /  / /2 1jG3 jG1
& &j y 2 j jy1 j jy1Ä Äs l I rJI q j y 2 l I rJI .  /  / /2jG3 jG3
Ä Äj jy l IrI y l I rI .  .
jG2
&j y 2 j jy1Äs e I y e I q e I y l ArI q l I rJI .  .  .  .   /2 1 0  /2jG3
Äj jy l I rI . B .
jG2
 .PROPOSITION 3.5. Let A, m be a 2-dimensional Cohen]Macaulay local
ring and I an m-primary ideal of A. Then
&
j je I G y l I rI . .   /3
jG1
Proof. This comes simply from the fact that by Lemma 3.4 and by
Corollary 1.10
& & &j y 1i i j jy1e I s e F y l I rI s l I rJI .  .   /  /3 3  /2iG1 jG3
&
i iy l I rI .  /
iG1
w xThe following example due to Narita 14 shows that the bound is sharp.
w < <x  3.  2 2 .  .Let A s k x, y, z r z and I s x , y , xz, yz . Then e I s 12,0
 .  .  .  .  .  .e I s 8, e I s e I y e I q l ArI , and e I s y1. Moreover1 2 1 0 3
 .  .one may check that the h-vector is 6, 3, 4, y1 and depth gr A s 0.I
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